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Quantum theory has an outstanding property, namely each state has its well defined purification -
a state extremal in the set of states in larger Hilbert space. It is known that the classical theory and
the theory of non-signaling boxes does not have purification for all of their states. These theories are
examples of the so called generalized probabilistic theories (GPTs). However in any non-signaling
GPT each state has a number of extensions to a larger system. We single out the most relevant among
them, called a complete extension, unique up to local reversible operations on the extending system.
We prove that this special, finite dimensional extension bares an analogy to quantum purification in
that (i) it allows for an access to all ensembles of the extended system (ii) from complete extension
one can generate any other extension. It then follows, that an access to the complete extension
represents the total power of the most general non-signaling adversary. A complete extension of a
maximally mixed box in two-party binary input binary output scenario is up to relabeling the famous
Popescu-Rohrlich box. The latter thus emerges naturally without reference to the Bell’s non-locality.
However the complete extension is not a purification (a vertex) in the generic case. Moreover, we
show that all convex discrete theories does not provide purification for almost all of it states. In
particular the theory of contextuality does not possess purification. The complete extensions are by
nature high-dimensional systems. We were able however to provide explicit structure of complete
extension for the noisy Popescu-Rohrlich-boxes and the 3-cycle contextual box.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last one hundred years quantum theory has
been experienced as a good approximation of physical
world. However, the basic postulates of quantum the-
ory are far more counter-intuitive than the plausible un-
derstanding of nature. In order to derive it from more
natural self-understandable axioms, which are consistent
with the laws of nature, one can employ two possible ap-
proaches: (i) study the notions which are consistent with
the theory, (ii) study the limitations of the theory. Fol-
lowing the first approach, physicists were interested in
deriving the complicated framework of quantum theory
(QT), including Hilbert space structure, measurements
postulates etc., from a simpler understanding of Nature
[1, 2] like (1) relativistic causality and (2) the violation of
local realism. The latter axiom was taken due to the fact
that in contrast with the classical theory, QT turns out
to exhibit non-local correlations by violating the so called
Bell inequalities [3, 4]. Popescu and Rohlich [5] proved
that these two axioms are insufficient as there exists a
causal theory, which is more non-local than the QT [6].
Their approach led us to consider extended theories and
think beyond quanta. It also encouraged to study the-
ories like generalized probabilistic theories (GPT) [7–9],
which might be a crucial step on the way to understand
such phenomena as gravity [10], still lacking satisfactory
description. In order to derive QT from more tangible
axioms, there is a need to find some principle(s) which
can single out the quantum theory from the other gener-
alized or operational probabilistic theories.
Chiribella et al. [8, 9], showed a very natural axioms
of information theory can be used to identify quantum
theory from the others, which is the axiom of “conser-
vation of information”, i.e., information can not be lost,
it can be either discarded or ignored. This axiom led to
consider the principle of purification [11], which assumes
the existence of a pure state in an extended state space
(static) (see Fig. 1(a)) and the reversibility of any physi-
cal processes (dynamic). In particular, it rules out a the-
ory called box world, the non-signaling conditional prob-
ability distributions [5]. This is due to the fact that the
existence of purification in any theory leads to the pos-
sibility of probabilistic entanglement swapping [12, 13].
Whereas, the theory of non-signaling boxes, does not al-
low for any kind of swapping of non-separable correla-
tions [14, 15]. This proves that in the so called box world
purification is not possible.
In this paper, we consider the lack of existence of pu-
rification (the static part of the Chiribella et al. [8] pu-
rification principle, Fig. 2 a)) and try to bypass it with
other entity fitted to the box world. The theories of
non-signaling boxes, the classical probabilistic theories
and the theory of contextuality [16, 17], are examples of
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram. a) Purification of any quantum
state ρA, to |ψAX〉 in the extended state space. b) Complete
extension of a maximally mixed box is a pure box - the well
known PR box, which is however generically not the case.
discrete theories [18–20], i.e., the state space consisting
only finite number of pure states. Independently of Refs.
[8, 9], we show that no discrete theory can have purifica-
tion in a straightforward approach without referring to
phenomena such as teleportation or swapping of correla-
tions.
In all these theories, there however naturally exist ex-
tensions of systems. Focusing only on the box theory,
among all these possible extensions we give a prescrip-
tion of how to construct the best one - a complete exten-
sion (Fig. 2 b)) and prove its two important properties,
which can be viewed as matching those of purifications
in quantum theory:
ACCESS: The complete extension gives access to all en-
sembles of the extended system. (Fig. 2 b) i))
GENERATION: The complete extension can be trans-
formed in any other extension. (Fig. 2 b) ii))
In fact, what we show, the above properties are equiva-
lent, an access to all possible ensembles is equivalent to
access to arbitrary extension, although the requirement
of purity remains unfulfilled.
The fact that operationally in the worst case someone
might have an access to all ensembles of a non-signaling
system, has been considered in context of device indepen-
dent cryptography [21, 22] against non-signaling adver-
sary by the Authors of Ref. [22–25], and more recently
in private randomness [26–31] . The complete extension
which we define is the structure responsible for this fact:
access to this special extension, gives the non-signaling
eavesdropper an ultimate operational power.
Interestingly, we prove that if one starts from the maxi-
mally mixed single binary input output box, then the PR
box [5] is its complete extension. In this special case, we
got a complete match with quantum world: PR box is
a pure (a vertex) in the polytope of two party binary
input-output box. We therefore show that one can ar-
rive at the structure of a maximally non-local box, the
𝑝(𝑎|𝑥) 𝑝(𝑒|𝑧)a) ?
𝑝(𝑎𝑒|𝑥𝑧)
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Complete 
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Complete 
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A X
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FIG. 2: Schematic diagram. a) In any discrete theory, generic
states do not have purifications. So does in the box world for
any arbitrary box. b) But in search of an analogue of purifi-
cation in the world of boxes, we propose Complete extension,
which satisfies the two important properties of quantum pu-
rification: the access of all ensembles (Fig. b) i)) and the
transformation of any extension (Fig. b) ii)).
PR box (Fig. 1(b)) without employing any connection
to the notion of Bell inequalities [3, 4], in contrast to the
approach of Popescu and Rohrlich [5].
By nature, complete extensions are high-dimensional
objects, however the dimensions of the extending party
can always be taken to be finite, which is a direct conse-
quence of our construction and Carathe´odory’s theorem
[32]. We were able to provide explicit structure of them
in case of the two party binary input-output isotropic
systems, Bell-Tsirelson box, and contextual layout of the
Spekkens-Triangle [17] type box. In these examples, we
illustrate that the idea of complete extension is applicable
beyond non-locality. Moreover, we witness the presence
of a large number of input choices in the extending sys-
tem, which is 354 for Bell-Tsirelson box and 8 for the
Spekkens-Triangle. Another interesting aspect of com-
plete extension is that it does not have a property like
in quantum, that is if |ψAB〉 is the purification of ρA,
then ρB = trA(|ψAB〉〈ψAB |), can also be purified to same
|ψAB〉, or local unitarily connected to it, for all quantum
state ρA, (Uhlmann’s theorem [33]). This “mirror” like
property is lacking in the box world. It also attributes
some inherent non-locality to all non-deterministic sys-
tems, which is exhibited by a bipartite box of a system
and the system that purifies it (the deterministic boxes
3are exceptions in that respect).
II. THE COMPLETE EXTENSION AND ITS
PROPERTIES
In this section, we first formulate the analogues of
properties of quantum purification that any extension of
box should satisfy. We provide a definition of complete
extension (CE), which satisfies property ACCESS. We
then show that property GENERATION will be satis-
fied iff CE satisfies property ACCESS.
Let us first fix the notation. We call a conditional
probability distribution, PA : {pA|X (a|x)} a box, repre-
senting the state of system A, where the index x cor-
responds to a measurement choice (input) and the in-
dex a stands for the measurement outcomes (output).
Where 0 ≤ pA|X (a|x) ≤ 1, ∀a, x, and satisfies the
normalization condition
∑
a pA|X (a|x) = 1, ∀x. Any
PAX : {pAE|XZ(ae|xz)}, a bipartite conditional proba-
bility distribution, is a non-signaling extension of system
A to another system X, if PA is its marginal distribution
and it satisfies non-signaling conditions∑
e
pAE|XZ(ae|xz) =
∑
e
pAE|XZ(ae|xz′), ∀a, x, z, z′, (1)∑
a
pAE|XZ(ae|xz) =
∑
a
pAE|XZ(ae|x′z), ∀a, x, x′, z,(2)
where the indices z and e are the respective input and
output of system X. For the sake of simplicity we abuse
the notation, and we assign pA|X (a|x) ≡ PA(a|x). The
set of all non-signaling boxes of system A is denoted ΩA,
mutatis mutandis for multipartite systems. The PA can
have inner non-signaling structure [5], i.e., system A can
be compound A = A1A2 itself, where the system A1
can not signal system A2 and vice versa, which we will
encounter later when we consider the extension of the bi-
nary two input two output box. In the set of boxes we
will distinguish those which are extremal, i.e. that are
not a convex combination of other non-signaling boxes,
distinguishing them by subscript E: PE . An ensemble
{pi, P i}, of a box P , where P =
∑
i piP
i, we will denote
by E(P ). In this paper, we will consider only those en-
sembles which consists of finite number of elements. We
will also need the notion of the set of members of an en-
semble {P i : pi > 0} ≡ V (E), and its distribution, which
is {pi}. If all P i are extremal we denote them as P iE and
we call the ensemble a pure members ensemble (PME).
We say that an ensemble E(P ) is generated on system A
by measurement M on system X, if upon this measure-
ment on the extending system, the outcome i is obtained
on X with probability pi and conditionally upon it, the
state of the system A is described by box P iE . By SP we
will denote the set of all PME of box P .
Before we provide appropriate definition of CE, we
make some necessary observations about SP , which we
will prove latter in this section. As a subset of RN it
constitutes a polytope. As such, it has finite number D of
extremal points. An ultimate goal is to obtain an exten-
sion with properties ACCESS and GENERATION, and
of minimal dimension. To begin with, however, we will
define an extension, satisfying properties ACCESS and
GENERATION yet of a larger dimension hence called
overcomplete extension. We propose then the following
definition of an overcomplete extension:
Definition 1 Given box PA, we say that a box PAX is
its overcomplete extension to any arbitrary system X if
for any k and i there holds
PAX(a, e = i|x, z = k) = P i,k(a|x)p(e = i|z = k) (3)
such, that the ensemble {p(e = i|z = k), P i,k(a|x)} is
a pure and extremal ensemble of the box PA, and corre-
sponding to each pure extremal ensemble, there is exactly
one k which generates it.
The above definition of extension satisfies the non-
signaling condition on both sides. For system A, it is by
construction, and for system X it holds due to the fact
that for each input output pair of X, system A holds a
box according to Eq. (3), which sums up to 1.
We will now introduce a representative subset of all
PMEs. The ensemble {pi, P iE} of a box P (=
∑
i piP
i
E)
is called minimal of box P, if it is pure and if any proper
subset of the family {P iE} for any new choices of the
probabilities {p′i} is not an ensemble of the box P. Any
minimal ensemble we will denote it as M(P ), to distin-
guish it from general pure ensemble, that is not necessar-
ily minimal E(P ).
Next we will show that the minimal ensembles {M(P )}
of P , along with arbitrary randomness, the extending sys-
tem can generate any PME, E(P ) of P . Clearly the set
of all PMEs Sp is a convex set as any two pure ensem-
bles of P , E1(P ), E2(P ) ∈ SP , their convex combination
λ E1(P ) + (1− λ) E2(P ) ∈ SP . For this set we have the
following theorems:
Theorem 1 In the set of all pure ensembles of the box
P , denoted by SP , the only ensembles that are extremal
of SP , are minimal.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction, this is not true,
i.e. there exists a pure members ensemble E(P ) =
{pi, P iE}ni=1 which is extremal in SP , but is not minimal.
Then, since it is not minimal, there is a proper subset
I ⊂ V (E) such that for {P iE}i∈I , and for some choices of
probabilities {qi}i∈I the ensemble M(P ) = {qi, P iE}i∈I ,
is minimal. Let us now embed the distribution {qi}i∈I
which has less than n elements, to obtain new but equiv-
alent distribution with n elements, by letting p′i := qi for
i ∈ I and p′i := 0 for i /∈ I. Let us note, that an minimal
ensemble M(P ) is equivalent to {p′i, P iE}ni=1.
Consider now an ensemble defined as :
N = {pi − pp
′
i
(1− p) , P
i
E} ≡ {ri, P iE} (4)
4where we define p = pminp′max
with pmin = mini{pi : pi > 0}
and p′max = maxi{p′i}. Let us first note, that N is an
ensemble of P . indeed, note that
P =
∑
i
piP
i
E =
∑
i
(pi − pp′i)P iE + p
∑
i
p′iP
i
E
= (1− p)
∑
i
riP
i
E + p
∑
i
p′iP
i
E (5)
now by assumption
∑
i p
′
iP
i
E = P , as {p′i, P iE} form a
minimal ensemble of P . Thus:
P = (1− p)
∑
i
riP
i
E + pP (6)
which implies that
∑
i riP
i
E = P , i.e. that ensemble N
is an ensemble of P , if only 0 < p < 1.
We will argue now that the latter fact holds. Indeed,
by definition, p is nonzero, as pmin > 0. To see p <
1 note, that since members of minimal ensemble form
proper subset of the members of pure ensemble, there
is less p′i > 0 than pi > 0. Since
∑
i p
′
i = 1, there is
p′max > maxi pi which together with maxi pi ≥ pmin gives
that p = pminp′max
< 1, which we aimed to show. Hence N is
an ensemble of P, and can be denoted as N (P ).
We observe now, that by construction there is:
E(P ) = pM(P ) + (1− p)N (P ) (7)
i.e. E(P ) is a mixture of two ensembles, that are not equal
to each other. This is in contradiction with assumed
extremality of the ensemble E(P ), since the mixture, as
shown above, is non-trivial, and the assertion follows.
The above theorem proves that all the extremal points
in SP , are minimal ensembles, i.e., there is no extremal
points in SP other than M(P ). Now we will prove also,
that no interior point from SP is a minimal ensemble i.e.
all minimal ensembles are also extremal. To prove it, we
will need the following lemma, interesting on its own, as
it characterizes minimal ensembles as those with unique
distribution:
Lemma 1 The pure members ensemble {pi, P iE} of a box
P is minimal iff the decomposition of this box into the el-
ements pi is unique, given by corresponding probabilities
pi.
Proof. The “if” direction is trivial: if the ensemble de-
composition is unique, it is not possible to set any prob-
ability to zero.
For the ”only if” part, suppose M(P ) = {pi, P iE}mi=1,
is a minimal ensemble of P , we have to prove that the
decomposition {pi}, is unique. Assume that the {pi} is
not unique, but being a minimal ensemble it should follow
P =
∑m
i piP
i
E , or in other words the set of following
linear equations
m∑
i
akixi = ck, (8)
for some k = 1, . . . , l′, has solution in form xi = pi. Here
ck are the entries of the box P , i.e. for any (a, y) there
exists exactly one ck = P (a|y). Similarly the coefficients
{aki} are the entries of the pure boxes {P iE}. As the
box P should follow some equality constraint, so not all
of these linear equations in Eq. (8), are linearly inde-
pendent. Suppose, there are only l linearly independent
equations. (There is also a constraint on the {xi}, that∑m
i xi = 1, but we don’t need to consider it separately,
as the box P is normalized, so Eq. (8), will take care of
it.) Now the number of linearly independent equations
and the number of variables can be in one of the three or-
ders which we consider separately: 1) l > m, 2) l < m 3)
l = m. Notice first, that it can not be l > m. Otherwise
there would be no solution of the set of equation:{
m∑
i
akixi = ck
}l
k=1
, (9)
with variables xi but we already have a solution, the
initial one: xi = pi. On the other hand, if l < m, then
one can always write down any set of l, {xi}li=1, as a
linear functions of the remaining (m− l) {xj}mj=l+1. And
in that case one can always set any one (or more) xi =
0 for some i, which violates the condition of minimal
ensembles. Hence we are left with l = m.
Means, we have the same number of linearly indepen-
dent equation as the number of variables, and in that case
the matrix A = [aki] is invertible, which gives a unique
solution of xi = pi for all i.
We can pass now to prove the extremality of minimal
ensembles:
Theorem 2 For a box P, all of its minimal ensembles
M(P ) are extremal in the set SP of all ensembles of a
box P .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction, that M(P ) is not ex-
tremal. Then, there exist ensembles E1(P ) and E2(P )
such that:
M(P ) = pE1(P ) + (1− p)E2(P ) (10)
for some 0 < p < 1. By the above equality, V (E1) ⊆
V (M) and V (E2) ⊆ V (M). But by minimality of M,
V (E1) can not be proper subset of V (M), as there are no
weights that together with any proper subset of V (M)
form an ensemble of P . Thus V (E1) = V (M) and for sim-
ilar reason V (E2) = V (M). It would mean, that there is
an ensemble (let us focus on E1) which has different dis-
tribution, but the same set of members. It would mean
that the distribution of M is not unique: there is an-
other one which together with the same set of members
yields and ensemble of P . This however is not possible,
since by Lemma 1, any minimal ensemble has unique dis-
tribution. This proves desired contradiction, hence the
assertion follows.
As a corollary from the above two theorems we obtain,
that the set SP of all pure members ensembles of P is
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FIG. 3: Schematic diagram of a complete extension of an
arbitrary box PAB to PABX . Corresponding to each choices
of z, the ensemble of boxes in part AB, {p(e|z), P ezE (ab|xy)}
are pure and minimal ensembles of extremal boxes.
spanned by the minimal ensembles M(P ). And for any
box P , the set of minimal ensembles are finite, as there
are finite number of pure boxes1 and corresponding to
Lemma 1 the decompositions of the pi in minimal en-
sembles are unique, implies SP forms a convex polytope.
The above facts motivate the following definition,
equivalent to Definition 1:
Definition 2 Given box PA, we say that a box PAX is its
complete extension to system X if for any k and i there
holds
PAX(a, e = i|x, z = k) = P i,k(a|x)p(e = i|z = k) (11)
such, that the ensemble {p(e = i|z = k), P i,k(a|x)} is
a minimal ensemble of the box PA. Moreover, for each
minimal ensemble, there is exactly one k which generates
it.
A schematic diagram of CE has been depicted in Fig.
3. For CE defined above, the inputs of the extending
system correspond to the minimal ensembles of the given
box PA, as the numbers of the minimal ensembles are
finite, so is the dimensionality of the CE, as we remark
below.
Remark 1 The cardinality of the inputs of the extending
system in the definition of CE is always finite.
While the dimensionality of the maximal cardinality of
the output is also finite, we present also an explicit upper
bound on it, due to Carathe´odory theorem.
Observation 1 If the box PA, belongs to a polytope of
reals of dimension d, then the maximum cardinality of
the outputs of the extending party X, in the definition of
CE, PAX , can be at most d+ 1.
Proof. Consider any box PA. According to the Defi-
nition 2, of CE, the cardinality of outputs |e| of the ex-
tending system basically counts the maximum number of
extremal boxes present in each minimal ensemble. Take
1 The cardinality of the set of minimal ensembles is bounded by
the cardinality of the set of all subsets of pure boxes which is
finite
A     B     E
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z
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e
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FIG. 4: Schematic diagram visualizing the mixing the mini-
mal ensembles of AB with arbitrary randomness q(e′), which
is obtained from the output of a dice, results an arbitrary pure
members ensemble
{
q(e′), {p(e|z = e′), P ez=e′E (ab|xy)}
}
=
{r(e), P eE(ab|xy)}, where r(e) =
∑
e′ q(e
′)p(e|z = e′).
set S of more than d+ 1 elements such that the box PA
belongs to their convex hull. Then by the well known
Carathe´odory [32, 34] theorem, there exist only d + 1
points from S such that PA is its convex combination.
This means, that any set S of larger cardinality than
d+ 1 can not be set of members of a minimal ensemble,
as containing the one with smaller number of elements.
This ends the proof.
We are in a position to show, that having access to CE
we can generate any PME.
Theorem 3 A complete extension of a box P given in
Definition 2, together with access to arbitrary random-
ness, gives access to any pure members ensemble of a box
P .
Proof. Note that according to the Definition 2, the only
ensembles realized for different choices of input z of the
extending party are the minimal ensembles M(P ). Due
to Theorem 1 all the extremal points in SP are minimal
ensembles. From the latter, one can generate any pure
members ensemble E(P ) by properly mixing the minimal
ones using appropriate distribution that is assumed in
theorem to be at hand. The idea of the proof is simi-
lar to that of the fact, that any two extremal points are
conclusively distinguishable [35], but much simpler.
The access to all possible PME can be done by feeding
the output of a dice(coin) to the input of the extending
party of CE. Different choices of the dices with different
probabilities of outcome, actually led to different PMEs.
It is pictorially shown in Fig. 4.
Theorem 4 (CE → ACCESS) The extending system of
the complete extension gives access to any possible (even
mixed) ensemble of the purified box.
Proof. The idea of the proof is as follows. We firstly
notice that each member of a mixed ensemble is a box
inside the same polytope as P . Hence each of them can
be decomposed into the members of the pure ensembles of
box P , constituting one of the pure ensembles of P (not
minimal in general). By virtue of Theorem 3, this en-
semble can be accessed via adequate randomness on the
input. Finally we show that the existence of the classical
6e
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FIG. 5: Explanation of Theorem 4 of accessing all possible en-
sembles even mixed in part of the extended system. By pass-
ing the output e of the extending party’s (Eve) box, through
a post-processing channel PC, Eve is able to interpret the
box shared by Alice and Bob as an ensemble of mixed bipar-
tite boxes {p(m), Pm(ab|xy)}, where Pm(ab|xy), are mixed
boxes and can be expanded as Pm(ab|xy) =∑e qme P eE(ab|xy).
Now the post-processing channel pc(m|e), helps Eve to in-
terpret the mixed boxes as
∑
e pc(m|e)r(e)P eE(ab|xy) =
p(m)Pm(ab|xy).
post-processing channel, which allows for the interpreta-
tion the outcomes in terms of mixed ensemble members,
is ensured by the initial decomposition into pure boxes.
To start with we chose an arbitrary although fixed mixed
ensemble Emix(P ) = {pm, Pm}. As each of the members
is a box inside the same polytope as P , we can expand it
in terms of the pure boxes (vertices of the polytope)
Pm =
∑
i
qmi P
i
E , (12)
where
∑
i q
m
i = 1, 0 ≤ qmi ≤ 1, ∀m. Note that this
decompositions is not unique. By the choice of any
fixed decomposition of the members P =
∑
m pmP
m =∑
m,i pmq
m
i P
i
E =
∑
i riP
i
E , where ri =
∑
m pmq
m
i and
{ri, P iE} ∈ SP , we come up with a PME of P . This PME
is not minimal in general. According to the Definition
2 the extending system X has access to arbitrary ran-
domness. Employing the Theorem 3 we see that such
a pure members ensemble is feasible, via adequate ran-
domness on the input. In order to interpret the outcomes
e = i of the extended box, which occur with probability
re=i, in terms of the members P
m of the mixed ensemble
Emix(P ), we need to pass the output through a classical
post-processing channel. The existence of this channel
(13), pc(m|e) with
∑
m p(m|e) = 1, is guaranteed by the
initial decomposition of the members of the mixed en-
semble into pure boxes.∑
i
pc(m|e = i)riP iE =
∑
i
pmq
m
i
ri
riP
i
E = pmP
m, (13)
where pc(m|e) take the form pmq
m
e
re
.
A visualization of accessing all possible ensembles of a
given box, is presented in Fig. 5, with the help of a dice
and a post-processing channel in part of the extending
system.
A     B     E
x y
a b
z
e
∑ "($|&, (′)	 ∑	q(e’) CE(P)(abe|xyz=e’) =-"($|&, (′) ./, 01/ = "($|(′), 02,34
z’
e’
Dice"(&4|(′)
Postproccessing
channel "($|&, (′) m
≡≡ A     B       E
x y
a b
z'
m
AE(P)(abm|xyz')
FIG. 6: Explanation of Theorem 5. Of accessing all possi-
ble ensembles is equivalent to accessing an arbitrary exten-
sion and vice versa. In this depiction (to the left) Eve is the
extending party, and to access all possible ensembles, she is
equipped with complete extension, together with access to ar-
bitrary randomness, generated by a dice, i.e. a single input
single output box and classical post-processing channel. One
can consider the setups of Eve as a single new box (to the
right). There Eve only chooses some fixed input z′. Thus dif-
ferent choices of z′, generates required randomness and also
appropriate conditional probability distribution, resulting dif-
ferent set of mixed ensembles.
Lemma 2 (ACCESS =⇒ GENERATION) Access to
all ensembles implies access to arbitrary extension of the
purified system.
Proof. Two extensions are inequivalent when they gener-
ate different collections of ensembles of the initial system.
Since the CE, together with access to arbitrary random-
ness and action of classical channel, is a system which
can generate any collection of ensembles (4), then if we
consider the whole setup as a single box, it becomes a
proper extension generating particular collection of en-
sembles (depending on choice of dice and channel). Note
that it can be easily verified that it fulfills all properties of
non-signaling box. By this procedure see Fig. 6, we can
construct a box generating any collection of ensembles,
hence any extension of initial system.
Lemma 3 (GENERATION =⇒ ACCESS) Access to
arbitrary extension is equivalent to access to all ensem-
bles.
Proof. Due to Lemma 2, CE implies access to arbitrary
extension. In order to show equivalence we have to ar-
gue that access to arbitrary extension implies access to
any ensemble. Since one of extensions is the CE, which
has access to all ensembles of initial system, thanks to
Theorem 4, then the assertion is true.
From these above two lemmas we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 5 Complete extension can have access to any
arbitrary extension iff it has access to all possible ensem-
bles.
7III. NO-GO THEOREM FOR PURIFICATION
IN NON-SIGNALING DISCRETE THEORIES
In this section, we will prove that the CE we have dis-
cussed so far can not always lead to an extension, which
is an extremal point in the state space of a composite or
multipartite system. This fact has been proven in case of
classical and box theory in [8]. We show below a different,
direct argument, which holds in general for all discrete
theories, including the resource theory of contextuality
[16]. In fact the result developed here is valid in any
convex, non-signaling theory with perfect distinguisha-
bility. We show that there is no single finite dimensional
discrete theory [18–20], which vertices can purify all the
states from a theory of a smaller dimension.
The demand for the theory to be convex directly implies
that the state space constitutes a vector space. The the-
ory of tensor product in GPTs was developed in [36, 37].
We are interested in ⊗max, although from now on we omit
the subscript. This allows to introduce partial trace as a
linear map TrB (·) : ΩA ⊗ ΩB ≡ ΩAB 7→ ΩA, which for
normalized states (in a sense of probabilistic outcomes)
ρA, σB satisfy TrB (ρA ⊗ σB) = ρA. Before we provide
the proof of no-go theorem we should focus on what do
we mean by the word purification. We assume all states
to be normalized, and also that the set of possible mea-
surements is not trivial.
Definition 3 (Purification) The purification of a state
ωA, where the system A may be arbitrarily complex, is
such a non-signaling extension to system B that a state
εAB of composite system, satisfies
(a) TrBεAB = ωA.
(b) εAB ∈ V , where V is the set of pure states (ver-
tices) of the theory.
If ωA is pure by itself, we assume that it is one of its own
purifications, by taking B system to be trivial.
For mathematical simplicity of the proof we did not
restrict ourselves to the definition of purification which
is minimal in any sense.
Observation 2 According to Definition 3, a state may
possess more than one state that purifies it. In quantum
mechanics purification is unique up to an isometry. For
example |ψAB〉 and |ψAB〉 ⊗ |φB′〉 purify the same state.
Since from all theories which possess aforementioned
features we want to distinguish those in which a notion
of purification can be adopted, we want to state first what
it mean that a theory possesses the purification.
Definition 4 (Theory with purification) We say
that a discrete theory T1 has a purification if there exists
a finite dimensional discrete theory T2, vertices of which
are purifications, accordingly to Definition 3, of all
states of theory T1.
In quantum mechanics, where the notion of purifica-
tion is well defined, it is unique up to isometry on the
purifying system. In the box world one would suspect
relabeling to be such class of operations. We allow for
similar freedom in the general case studied here, how-
ever to stay general we take into account a possibility of
existance of non-equivalent classes of purifications, as in
general case we are not equipped with counterpart of the
Uhlmann’s theorem [33].
Definition 5 (Equivalent purifications) Two purifi-
cations (of the same state) are equivalent, iff there exist
invertible operation acting on the purifying system that
transforms one of them into another.
Observation 3 Let EωA be the set of all states that pu-
rify ωA, then it is divided into equivalence classes with
respect to relation described in Definition 5.
The content of the above observation is a direct con-
sequence of not introducing any minimality criteria in
Definition 3.
Lemma 4 Let T be a nontrival discrete theory. Then
pure states of this theory can be purifications of only a
finite number of states of any other nontrivial discrete
theory.
Proof. Any discrete nontrivial theory T (i.e. of dimension
greater than 1) has state space ΩT spanned by a finite
number of vertices |V |. Hence, its dimension can not be
greater than |V | − 1, i.e. is finite 1 ≤ dT < +∞. Since
T is equipped with partial trace, each vertex v ∈ ΩT can
purify as many states from other nontrivial theories, as
there are subsystems of v of dimension at least 1. To
prove the claim, we need now to argue that there are
finite many different states of subsystems of the system
of a state v ∈ ΩT where dT < ∞. To state this with-
out referring to the very structure of the space, we use
the fact, that operation of the partial trace on a state
of a system of dimension dT over a nontrivial subsys-
tem in any discrete theory results in a state of dimension
strictly less than dT . Hence any division of a system
of dimension dT can be viewed a set {i1, . . . , ik} such
that, in particular,
∑k
j ij ≤ d (note that usually a mul-
tiplicative constraint Πjij = d is satisfied in fact for
tensor product of subsystems, but we need not to use
this fact, as it implies our summation based constraint).
Hence the set of all divisions N is then a subset of the set
N ′ := ∪j:∑kj ij<d,2≤ij≤d {i1, . . . , ik}. Since the power of
the set N ′ is clearly a finite number, we obtain that there
exists some (possibly large) natural number f(v) which
upper bounds the number of nontrivial subsystems into
which vector v can be divided, resulting in at most f(v)
of different states purified by v (given all its subsystems
are in different state which is the worst case). Thus in
total the number of states which theory T can purify is
at most (|V | − 1)× (maxv∈ΩT f(v)) which is finite. Con-
sider now any other nontrivial discrete theory T ′. So
that a pure state of T purifies its states, there must be
80 < dT ′ ≤ d, since purification is an extension from which
extended system is obtained by a partial trace. Since the
total number of states (of different dimensions but less
than or equal d) is finite as we have shown, so is the
number of those states of dimension 0 < dT ′ ≤ d, and
the assertion follows.
Lemma 5 In any convex (nontrivial) theory, the cardi-
nality of the set of states is at least of power of the con-
tinuum c.
Proof. Let us take ωA 6= ω′A in ΩA. Since the the-
ory is convex, any state of the form pωA + (1 − p)ω′A,
for p ∈ [0, 1] is still a state in ΩA. The set of states
{pωA + (1− p)ω′A}p=1p=0, forms an interval in ΩA. Since
there is a bijection between any interval and the set of
real numbers that has cardinality of continuum, the state
space has at least cardinality of continuum.
We are ready to state the main theorem of this section
now.
Theorem 6 For any discrete theory T , only finite num-
ber of its states can be purified.
Proof. Let us fix discrete theory T arbitrarily. By the
fact, that it is discrete, it is finite dimensional, denote its
dimension as dT . From Lemma 4, it follows, that for
any other discrete theory T ′ with dT ′ ≥ dT , there exists
a number mT ′ < +∞ of states from theory T , which can
be subsystem of pure states of T ′ i.e. purified in theory
T ′. However, from Lemma 5, in the theory T , the car-
dinality of the set of states is at least c. So according
to set-theoretic fact [38], in the theory T ′ there is not
enough vertices to purify all states from theory T .
IV. EXAMPLES OF COMPLETE EXTENSION:
In this section, we will consider some explicit examples
of CE of single as well as bipartite input output non-
signaling boxes.
But before we fix the notations of boxes,
• P – italic represent any generic box.
• P – normal font represent a particular example of
a box.
A. Example of complete extension: derivation of a
PR box
Uncommon as it is for the CE to be pure (a vertex),
we show that a CE, via definition 2, of a maximally
mixed box with one binary input and one binary out-
put is (up to proper labeling on extending system) equal
to the Popescu-Rohrlich box defined as
PPR(a, e|x, z) =
{
1
2 for a⊕ e = x · z,
0 else.
(14)
𝑃"#
𝑃"$𝑃"%
𝑃"&
𝑃'%
𝑃'&
𝑃'$
𝑝(0|0)
𝑝(1|1)
𝑃′'%
𝑃′'$ 𝑃/0
𝑃/
FIG. 7: Polytope of the set of single party binary input out-
put boxes. Here the box of consideration given in Eq. (18)
is the yellow bullet. The white bullet is the maximally mixed
box. The black bullets are the deterministic, pure or extremal
boxes as given in Eq. (16). The required box can be de-
composed as linear combination of the deterministic boxes as
given in Eqs. (19) and (20). It can also be expanded as con-
vex combination of mixed boxes which are the red and blue
bullets, these form the mixed ensemble of PA.
where a, e, x, z ∈ {0, 1}. Much like it is in quantum: a
purification of I22 is the maximally entangled Bell state
[11].
Remark 2 It is tempting to say that a tensor product of
two maximally mixed binary input binary output boxes is
a tensor product of the PR boxes. It is however not the
case. This is due to the fact, that one of the valid ensem-
bles of a maximally mixed state IAB4 =
1
2PRAB+
1
2 P¯RAB,
where P¯RAB =
∑
a,b,x,y P (a⊕ b = xy ⊕ 1) is a non-local
box supported on the orthogonal subspace to that of the
support of PR. Since this ensemble is clearly minimal,
having 2 members, in definition of complete extension
there should be the input z which allows the owner of ex-
tended system to collapse the system AB into one of these
maximally non-local boxes (each with probability half).
Suppose now, by contradiction that the complete exten-
sion is of the form PRAXA ⊗ PRBXB . It is then clear
to see, that in such a box none of direct measurements
(choosing the inputs) has outcome box on AB of the form
expected by measurement of demanded input z. However
one should consider some other possible ways of measur-
ing system XAXB e.g. via wiring. Yet there is no such
action on systems XAXB, simulating joint outcomes of
z, since that would lead to the so called non-locality swap-
ping, which is proven to be impossible by Refs. [14, 15].
Consider a maximally mixed box with a single binary
9input and single binary output, in a state
PmA =
a x 0 1
0 1/2 1/2
1 1/2 1/2
(15)
on system A, where x being the input and a is the output
of the box. Every box of this system is a mixture of
deterministic boxes
P0E =
1 1
0 0
, P1E =
0 0
1 1
, P2E =
1 0
0 1
, P3E =
0 1
1 0
,(16)
as they are the extremal boxes in the polytope of the set
of boxes of one binary input and output. In Fig. 7, the
white point at the center of the polytope, denote the max-
imally mixed box PmA whereas the black points are the
extremal {P iE}. It is easy to see that the pair {P 0E , P 1E}
with probabilities 1/2, 1/2 forms a minimal ensemble of
this maximally mixed box and the same holds for the
other two boxes: {P 2E , P 3E}, which shows that there are
no other minimal ensembles. Now consider CE according
to Definition 2, to system X. We choose that the first
ensemble is obtained on system A for setting the input
z = 0, and the second is obtained for z = 1. Setting
the corresponding two output boxes with the output of
Eve, the minimal extension of the maximally mixed box
is given by
PPRAX (ae|xz) =
x 0 1
z e
a 0 1 0 1
0
0 1/2 0 1/2 0
1 0 1/2 0 1/2
1
0 1/2 0 0 1/2
1 0 1/2 1/2 0
(17)
It is easy to check that if x ·z = 0, the resulting probabil-
ity distribution on a and e is maximally correlated, while
for x = z = 1 there is e = 0 implies a = 1 and e = 1 im-
plies a = 0, which gives desired perfect anti-correlations.
Thus in a sense we have derived a PR box solely from
the principle of CE. It is easy to see, that negating z and
e one can get other maximally non-local bipartite boxes,
and all the other nonlocal vertices of the polytope of two
binary inputs and two binary outputs boxes by proper
relabeling of z and e.
The PR box is indeed an extremal box in the polytope
of two binary input output boxes. Hence, we have there-
fore the following conclusion, about the purification in
the box world.
Corrolary 1 The PR box is a purification of a maxi-
mally mixed box with 1 binary input and 1 binary out-
put.
B. Example II: Complete extension of
non-maximally mixed box.
In this section, we demonstrate that CE is not a vertex
by providing an explicit example of a CE of a binary
input output box, of the form
PA =
a x 0 1
0 1/3 2/3
1 2/3 1/3
(18)
The yellow point in Fig. 7 represent this box. Now each
box of considered dimension is convex combination of the
deterministic boxes, hence
PA = x0P
0
E + x1P
1
E + x2P
2
E + x3P
3
E , (19)
where xi ≥ 0,∀i, and
∑3
i=0 xi = 1. The general solutions
of Eq. (19) is:
x =

x0 =
1
3 (2− 3x3) ,
x1 =
1
3 (2− 3x3) ,
x2 =
1
3 (3x3 − 1) ,
x3 = x3
,
1
3
≤ x3 ≤ 2
3
(20)
To construct the minimal ensembles of box PA, we have
to find out those set of decompositions over the extremal
points {P iE}, such that any proper subset of each choices
can not be the ensemble of PA with another set of proba-
bilities. It implies that we have to find those solutions of
Eq. (20), where the minimal number of xi’s are nonzero.
There are two of such choices
x0 =
1
3 ,
x1 =
1
3 ,
x2 = 0,
x3 =
1
3
,

x0 = 0,
x1 = 0,
x2 =
1
3 ,
x3 =
2
3
, (21)
which form the minimal ensembles, given by
M0(PA) = {(1/3,P0E); (1/3,P1E); (1/3,P3E)}
= {p(i|0),Pi0}, (22)
M1(PA) = {(1/3,P2E); (2/3,P3E)}
= {p(i|1),Pi1}. (23)
Here we label the ensembles to {0, 1}, according to the
inputs z and the members as P00 = P0E,P
10 = P1E to
P11 = P3E. Finally the CE of PA to system X is given by
PAX (ae|xz) =
x 0 1
z e
a 0 1 0 1
0
0 1/3 0 1/3 0
1 0 1/3 0 1/3
2 0 1/3 1/3 0
1
0 1/3 0 0 1/3
1 0 2/3 2/3 0
(24)
Next we will show that this completely extended box
PAX (ae|xz) is not an extremal box in the set of boxes of
system AX.
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1. CE is not a vertex
In this section, we will prove that unlike Sec. IV A, the
CE, PAX, of box PA, is not extremal in the polytope of
the set of all boxes which included PAX.
Suppose for an arbitrary box P , there are total n num-
ber of parties, and corresponding to each party i, there
are mi number of possible measurement choices. More-
over, for each measurement choice j of party i, the pos-
sible number of outcomes are dij . Hence the total num-
ber of parameters (probability distribution) involved in
defining the box is given by [39]
t =
n∏
i=1
mi∑
j=1
dij
 . (25)
Among these t parameters not all are independent as it
should obey the normalization and non-signaling condi-
tions, moreover the box must lie within a polytope of Rt.
If we construct a vector v ∈ Rt, whose entries are those t
probability distributions, then the polytope is defined as
P = {v | Av ≤ w} (26)
for some w ∈ Rs, and A an t × s matrix. Here Av ≤ w
are all the constraints the probabilities need to satisfy.
Lets take an arbitrary element u ∈ P, and suppose
Auu ≤ wu are those inequality constraints among all
possible constraints that are satisfied by u with equality
[40]. Then from Theorem 5.7 of Ref. [40], u will be an
extremal point of P if rank (Au) = t.
Now the box PAX, given in Eq. (24), it belongs to a
polytope which lies in a space of t = 20. The constraints
they need to satisfy are the non signaling, normalization
conditions, and also the condition for probabilities to be
in [0, 1] interval. Among those 20 probabilities, 10 of
them find equality with zeroes, and only 9 more inde-
pendent equality constraints are coming from the non-
signaling conditions2. Hence, the rank(Au) = 19 < 20.
Which allows us to state that box PAX is not a vertex
(extreme point) of polytope.
On the other hand the CE of maximally mixed box,
the PR box given in Eq. (17) is an extremal point in
the polytope of two binary input output boxes. Which
can be shown in the following way: The space where PR
box lies is of t = 16 [41]. Among 16 parameters there
are 8 equality constraints with zeroes and 4 + 4 = 8
equality comes from the non-signaling conditions, hence
rank(Au) = 16, exactly matches with the dimension of
the space.
We are going to show now that in the polytope of single
party binary input and output box, the number of boxes
which can be purified is finite.
2 4 non-signaling constraint for p(a|x), a, x ∈ {0, 1} and another
5 for p(e|z), e ∈ {0, 1, 2} for z = 0 and e ∈ {0, 1} for z = 1.
Observation 4 All non-deterministic boxes in single
party, binary input, binary output scenario have two min-
imal ensembles. All minimal ensembles of those have
either two or three members. For arbitrary box among
those, any combination of number of members, can occur
(see Fig. 7).
Corollary 1 Among single party, binary input, binary
output boxes, only five of them have the purification (com-
plete extension which is a vertex).
Proof. Due to the Observation 4 we know that the com-
plete extensions of boxes in considered scenario are bi-
partite states in one of the following polytopes. Polytope
of
(i) two binary inputs, two binary outputs boxes,
(ii) two binary inputs, one binary output, one bi-
nary/ternary output (depending on the corre-
sponding input setting) boxes,
(iii) two binary inputs, and two ternary outputs boxes.
For each local vertex (deterministic box) of the listed
polytopes, if we trace out the second party by sum-
mation over all of its outcomes, the result is one of
the deterministic boxes of the initial polytope. Due to
Theorem 1 of [41], we know the form of all non-local
vertices in (i,ii,iii) polytopes. In each case after tracing
out the extending system (summation over outcomes),
the result is the maximally mixed box of the initial
system.
As we have investigated all the vertices which were
suspected of being a purifications of boxes from single
party, one binary input, one binary output scenario
and in each case we obtained one of the five states
we conclude there are no other boxes (in the initial
polytope) that have purification.
2. CE can give access to any PME
In Theorem 3, we state that, the extended system of
the CE, can access to any PMEs of the box PA, if it is
equipped with arbitrary randomness. Any pure ensem-
ble of PA, E(PA) = {xi,Pi}, where the {xi} satisfy Eq.
(20), can be written down as convex combination of the
minimal ensembles, which is given below
E(PA) = λM0(PA) + (1− λ)M1(PA), (27)
with λ = 2− 3x3 ∈ [0, 1], as x3 ∈ [ 13 , 23 ]. If the extending
party X chooses to toss a coin pt, (binary output) and
feed it to the input z of her part of the completely ex-
tended box with pt(0) = λ, and pt(1) = 1 − λ, then the
extending system can give access to any pure ensemble
of PA.
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3. Examples of Theorem 4
In this section, we will explicitly exemplify that the ex-
tending system X can access all possible mixed ensemble
Emix(PA) = {pm,PmM}, of PA. Here the boxes PmM are
any arbitrary boxes.
Example 1: Suppose X wants to access the following en-
semble of mixed boxes
E˜mix(PA) =
{(33
81
,PM
0
)
;
(32
81
,P1M
)
;
(16
81
,P2M
)}
, (28)
in part of system A3, where the mixed boxes (the blue
points in Fig. 7), are given by
P0M =
1/5 2/5
4/5 3/5
, P1M =
1/5 9/10
4/5 1/10
, P2M =
7/8 3/4
1/8 1/4
.
(29)
Each of these mixed boxes has some decompositions over
the extremal boxes, which are certainly not unique, con-
sider the following minimal one, which are
M(P0M) =
{(2
5
,P1E
)
;
(1
5
,P2E
)
;
(2
5
,P3E
)}
, (30)
M(P1M) =
{( 1
10
,P0E
)
;
( 1
10
,P2E
)
;
(4
5
,P3E
)}
, (31)
and
M(P2M) =
{(3
4
,P0E
)
;
(1
8
,P1E
)
;
(1
8
,P2E
)}
, (32)
Put them into Eq. (28), the mixed ensemble then turn
out to be the pure one, given by
E˜(PA) =
{( 76
405
,P0E
)
;
( 76
405
,P1E
)
;
( 59
405
,P2E
)
;
(194
405
,P3E
)}
(33)
One can check that E˜(PA) = 76135M0(PA) + 59135M1(PA),
and X can access E˜(PA) by tossing a coin with probabil-
ity distribution, {pt(0) = 76135 , pt(1) = 59135}, and feeding
the output of the coin toss to the input z of her part of
the CE box PAX(ab|xz).
Once X prepares the pure ensemble in the A’s part
then she pass her output e through a conditional classi-
cal channel (post-processing channel) Pc(m|e), where it
takes the form
Pc =
m
e 0 1 2 3
0 0 33/38 33/59 33/97
1 4/19 0 16/59 64/97
2 15/19 5/38 10/59 0
(34)
3 Here we use tilde, on the symbol of ensemble to denote a partic-
ular ensemble among the set of ensembles.
the index m is the flag in part of X, different m give the
access to different mixed box PmM with probability pm.
Thus we can see that the extending system can be able
to access any ensemble of box PA, by CE with arbitrary
randomness which will mix the minimal ensembles by
mixing the input z, and then gluing the output e by a
conditional classical channel.
Example 2: PA can also be expanded as another mixed
ensemble E˜ ′mix(PA) =
{(
2
5 ,P
′0
M
)
;
(
3
5 ,P
′1
M
)}
, (the red
points in Fig. 7) where
P
′0
M =
5/6 1
1/6 0
=
{(5
6
,P0E
)
;
(1
6
,P3E
)}
, (35)
P
′1
M =
0 4/9
1 5/9
=
{(5
9
,P1E
)
;
(4
9
,P3E
)}
. (36)
Now the pure ensemble turn out to E˜ ′(PA) = M0(PA).
For this, X will chose a completely biased coin, pt(0) =
1, pt(1) = 0, and the post-processing channel Pc as
Pc =
m
e 0 1 2 3
0 1 0 − 1/5
1 0 1 − 4/5
(37)
4. Examples of Theorem 5
Numbering these two examples of mixed ensembles
with z′ = 0 and z′ = 1, we obtain an arbitrary ex-
tension of PA to the box PAX(am|xz′). Such that
{p(m|z′ = 0),Pm0(a|x)} = E˜mix(PA) and {p(m|z′ =
1),Pm1(a|x)} = E˜ ′mix(PA). And the arbitrary extended
box is
PmixAX (am|xz′) =
x 0 1
z′ m
a 0 1 0 1
0
0 11135
44
135
22
135
11
45
1 32405
128
405
16
45
16
405
2 1481
2
81
4
27
4
81
1
0 13
1
15
2
5 0
1 0 35
4
15
1
3
(38)
We can consider all possible extension of PA → PAX,
which will take care of all possible ensembles of PA.
5. Quantifying non-locality introduced in CE
Here we quantify the amount of non-locality intro-
duced among the extending and the extended system in
the process of CE, following Definition 2.
We have observed the fact that the completely ex-
tended box of the maximally mixed single input output
box, have been turned out to be the Popescu-Rohrlich
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box [5], and it violate any kind of Bell expression max-
imally. In that case, maximal amount of non-locality
has been introduced in the process of CE. On the other
hand to quantify the non-locality of the CE of the non-
maximally mixed single input output box given in Eq.
(18), the CE is shown in Eq. (24), has different cardinal-
ity of outputs To get rid of this asymmetry in part of X,
we can do two possible surgeries.
Case 1: One can add one more outputs in the purified
system and calculate the CGLMP bound as given in Ref.
[42], the box which maximize CGLMP bound has the
following form after a local relabeling of the inputs and
outputs
PAX (ae|xz) =
x 0 1
z e
a 0 1 2 0 1 2
0
0 1/3 0 0 0 1/3 0
1 0 2/3 0 2/3 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
0 1/3 0 0 1/3 0 0
1 0 1/3 0 0 1/3 0
2 0 1/3 0 1/3 0 0
(39)
For this bipartite two inputs and three-output box, the
CGLMP bound turns out to be 3, which is beyond the
quantum limit quoted to be 2.87 in Ref. [42].
Case 2: Another way to calculate the non-locality of
this asymmetric box by following the prescription giving
in Ref. [39]. It proposes to merge the extra outcomes in
the following way
P′AX (ae = 1|xz) = PAX (ae = 1|xz) + PAX (ae = 2|xz)
(40)
Hence the box in Eq. (24), transformed to a bipartite
binary input output box,
P′AX (ae|xz) =
x 0 1
z e
a 0 1 0 1
0
0 1/3 0 1/3 0
1 0 2/3 1/3 1/3
1
0 1/3 0 0 1/3
1 0 2/3 2/3 0
(41)
For this box we have the well known CHSH inequality
to quantify the non-locality, and it is 3.33, which is also
beyond the quantum limit. However, the amount of
non-locality for this CE is quite less than the amount
of non-locality present in a PR box. It seems that it
is possible the quantification of non-locality between
subsystem and its extending system, can be viewed as a
measure of not being a vertex of CE in the box world.
Until now, we have given examples in favor of the var-
ious properties of CE we have discovered so far. Now we
want to shed some light on another aspects of CE which
shows a sharp disparity with the purification principle of
the QT. If |ψAX〉, is the purification of a quantum state
ρA, to system X, then the same pure state is also the
purification of quantum state ρX = trA|ψAX〉〈ψAX |. In
the latter section we give an example to show that this
is not the case for the CE. If we have a box PA, and
PAX is its CE, then we say the box PX = trAPAX is the
conjugate box. We are going now to construct the CE of
the conjugate box.
6. Complete extension of the conjugate box
In this section, we will find the CE of the conju-
gate box of the box given in Eq. (18). The con-
jugate box, PX can be obtained from Eq. (24), by
PX(e|z) =
∑
a PAX(ae|xz), and it is given by
PX(e|z) =
e z 0 1
0 1/3 1/3
1 1/3 2/3
2 1/3 0
(42)
This box lies in a 4 dimensional probabilistic polytope
whose vertices are given by
P0E =
1 1
0 0
0 0
, P1E =
0 0
1 1
0 0
, P2E =
0 0
0 0
1 1
, (43)
P3E =
1 0
0 1
0 0
, P4E =
1 0
0 0
0 1
, P5E =
0 1
1 0
0 0
, (44)
P6E =
0 1
0 0
1 0
, P7E =
0 0
0 1
1 0
, P8E =
0 0
1 0
0 1
. (45)
To obtain the CE of this box, we need to find the
minimal ensembles of PX, which are
M0(PX) = {(1/3,P0E); (1/3,P1E); (1/3,P7E)}, (46)
M1(PX) = {(1/3,P1E); (1/3,P3E); (1/3,P6E)}, (47)
M2(PX) = {(1/3,P3E); (1/3,P5E); (1/3,P7E)}. (48)
Consider the CE of PX to a system A
′, as PA′X(a′e|x′z),
where {p(a′ = i|x′ = k),PXik(e|z)} =Mk, the CE of PX
is
PA′X (a
′e|x′z) =
x′ 0 1 2
z e
a′ 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
0
0 13 0 0 0
1
3 0
1
3 0 0
1 0 13 0
1
3 0 0 0
1
3 0
2 0 0 13 0 0
1
3 0 0
1
3
1
0 13 0 0 0 0
1
3 0 0
1
3
1 0 13
1
3
1
3
1
3 0
1
3 0
1
3
(49)
It is very clear that PAX 6= PA′X, due to the mismatch
of the cardinality of the inputs of the extended party of
the conjugate system.
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C. Example III: Finding CE for the
Bell-Tsirelson’s box
In this section, we show the CE of the Tsirelson’s box
[43], that is a box, which reaches the quantum limit in vi-
olating CHSH inequality [4], and describes statistics that
can be achieved with quantum state and measurements
in bipartite binary input and output scenario.
To this end we have to apply numerical approach,
as the space of possible ensembles is large. We first
make suitable observation, which makes the space to be
searched smaller:
Let us consider an analysis of minimal ensembles of a
box PAB(ab|xy), which is nonlocal with two binary in-
puts x, y ∈ (0, 1) and two binary outputs a, b ∈ (0, 1).
And satisfy the non-signaling condition. There are 24 ex-
tremal points of the non-signaling polytope, among which
16 are local boxes given by
Lαβγδ(ab|xy) =
 1 if a = αx⊕ b,b = γy ⊕ δ0 otherwise. (50)
with α, β, γ and δ ∈ {0, 1}. And another 8 non-local
boxes
Brst(ab|xy) =
{
1/2 if a⊕ b = xy ⊕ rx⊕ sy ⊕ t
0 otherwise.
(51)
with r, s, t taking values either 0 or 1. The set of non-
singling boxes lays within the space of dimension 8. By
geometry of the set of considered boxes, any nonlocal
box, must have in its ensemble one maximally non-local
box. Thus, the number of minimal ensembles, taking
into account the above observation, is bounded by E =∑9
i=2
(
23
i
)
. This number is quite large, but if we focus on
isotropic boxes (that are of the form Bη = PAB(ab|xy) =
ηPR+ (1− η)P¯R), we have the following analysis:
First, it is easy to check, that any box Bη can be
spanned by each of the following set of boxes:
S1 = {B000, B001}, (52)
S2 = {B000, B010, B011}, (53)
S3 = {B000, B100, B101}, (54)
S4 = {B000, B110, B111}, (55)
S5 = {B000, L0000, L0100, L1000, L1100} (56)
S6 = {B000, L0010, L0110, L1010, L1110} (57)
S7 = {B000, L0001, L0101, L1001, L1101} (58)
S8 = {B000, L0011, L0111, L1011, L1111}, (59)
where B000 = PR and B001 = P¯R [41].
Thus the only minimal ensemble (apart from the above
which are clearly minimal), are those which contain at
least 1 element from the second, third and forth set not
equal to PR box, as well as from 1 to 3 elements from each
of the remaining 5-element sets (again not equal to PR
box). This gives an upper bound on their total number.
In what follows we will focus on the Bell-Tsirelson’s box:
Bη for η =
2+
√
2
4 , which is most nonlocal from quantum
boxes with 2 binary inputs and 2 binary outputs.
1. Minimal ensembles for isotropic boxes
Our aim is to find minimal ensembles for the
Tsirelson’s box. The problem which arises is that this
box is specified by irrational numbers. We however find
that the set of ensembles are the same for boxes B3/4 and
B9/10 and prove below that the same minimal ensembles
are for all the Bα with α ∈ [3/4, 9/10]. We will adopt
the following notation: E(α) is the set of ensembles for
Bα, while EM (α) is the set of minimal ensembles for Bα.
An ensemble, element of E(α) we will denote as E(α).
Members of an ensemble E we denote as V (e).
We begin with an easy observation:
Observation 5 For an ensemble which contains B000,
and α′ > α, then, for each ensemble E(α) ∈ E(α) there
is an ensemble E˜(α′) ∈ E(α′) with V (E˜(α′)) = V (E(α)).
Proof. It is easy to see, that if α′ > α one can generate
an ensemble of B(α′) from e(α) by admixing more of
B000, which by definition belongs to it, and keep the other
memebers of ensemble unchanged, obtaining an ensemble
of B(α′).
Theorem 7 Let α < α′′ < α′, and E = EM (α) =
EM (α
′), then also EM (α′′) = E.
Proof. We first prove inclusion EM (α
′′) ⊆ EM (α′).
Suppose by contradiction, that there is some E(α′′) ∈
EM (α
′′) with E(α′′) /∈ EM (α′). By Observation 5 there
is E˜ ∈ E(α′) such that V (E˜(α′)) = V (E(α′′)). Since
E(α) /∈ EM (α′), we have that there exist non-empty set
S = {Bi} which does not contain B000, such that the en-
semble a with members from the set V (E˜(α′))−S is min-
imal ensemble of B(α′), i.e. a ∈ EM (α′). But we have
EM (α
′) = EM (α) by assumption, hence a ∈ EM (α) and
by Observation 5 a˜ ∈ E(α) with V (a) = V (a˜). Note that
by construction V (a) ⊂ V (e(α′′)) and V (e(α′′))−V (a) 6=
∅, hence e(α′′) can not be minimal, which is desired con-
tradiction with assumption that e(α′′) ∈ EM (α′′).
Note, that since EM (α
′) = EM (α) it is enough to show
that: EM (α) ⊆ EM (α′′) . Interestingly to show this, we
will use the inclusion shown above. Let e(α) ∈ EM (α).
By Observation 5, there is e(α) ∈ E(α′′). Suppose
by contradiction, that e(α) /∈ EM (α′′). We have then
nonempty S ≡ {Bi} which does not include B000, such
that the ensemble with members from the set V (e(α))−S
(denote is a) belongs to EM (α
′′). But then, by the first
inclusion proven above, a ∈ EM (α′), which in turn im-
plies by assumption that a ∈ EM (α). In consequence,
since V (a) ⊂ V (e(α)) and V (e(α)−V (a) 6= ∅, e(α) would
not be minimal, which is desired contradiction with as-
sumption that e(α) ∈ EM (α).
These above observation and theorem helps us to find
out the CE of the Bell-Tsirelson’s box, there are total 354
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minimal ensembles of B(η), for η = 2+
√
2
4 . And with sur-
prise, the CE of noisy PR box leads to extended system
embedded in a dimension 2, 849, taking into account the
normalization constraints it effectively lives in a 2, 495
dimension) and polytope embedded in a vector space of
dimension 45, 584 taking into account the normalization
and non-signaling constraints effectively lives in space of
dimension 22, 463. The list of these ensembles are given
in Appendix A.
D. Example IV: CE of three-cycle contextual box
In this section, we will consider the CE of a single in-
put output box whose probability distribution are coming
from the joint measurability of a set of bipartite compat-
ible observables acting on a single quantum system. If
two compatible observables can be simultaneously mea-
sured and the outcomes are correlated then two observ-
ables have a context otherwise a non-contextual behav-
ior will appear. Here we consider the 3-cycle contex-
tual box, hence we have three compatible observavbles
{X0, X1, X2}. Whose outcomes {a, b, c} ∈ {−1, 1} ob-
tain binary values. The set of maximal contexts are [17]
C3 = {{X0, X1}, {X1, X2}, {X2, X0}}. (60)
So we are interested in the joint probability distributions
p(a, b); p(b, c) and p(c, a), corresponding to the following
box structure
a
b +1 -1 b
c +1 -1 c
a +1 -1
+1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1
(61)
The above box lies in the no-disturbance polytope4 [17]
and it has total 12 vertices, among which the 8 are non-
contextual vertices, given by
N C0 = 1 0 1 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 0 N
C
1 =
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
N C2 = 0 1 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 0 0 N
C
3 =
0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
4 As it should follow the no-disturbance condition like the no-
signaling one in non-locality, which is
p(a) =
1∑
b=−1
p(a, b) =
1∑
c=−1
p(c, a) (62)
p(b) =
1∑
a=−1
p(a, b) =
1∑
c=−1
p(b, c) (63)
p(c) =
1∑
b=−1
p(b, c) =
1∑
a=−1
p(c, a) (64)
N C4 = 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1 0 N
C
5 =
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
N C6 = 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 1 0 0 0 N
C
7 =
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
and 4 contextual vertices which are
C0 = 1/2 0 1/2 0 0 1/20 1/2 0 1/2 1/2 0 (65)
C1 = 1/2 0 0 1/2 1/2 00 1/2 1/2 0 0 1/2 (66)
C2 = 0 1/2 1/2 0 1/2 01/2 0 0 1/2 0 1/2 (67)
C3 = 0 1/2 0 1/2 0 1/21/2 0 1/2 0 1/2 0 (68)
The dimension of the no-disturbance polytope is 6.
And according to the Carathe´odory theorem [34] the
set of minimal ensembles of any arbitrary box inside the
polytope has at most 7 elements.
Here, we are trying to find the CE of a box which is in
the isotropic line, i.e., a mixture of a contextual box say
C0 (Speken’s triangle) and the maximally mixed box5 of
the following
P = (1− λ)C0 + λM
=
2−λ
4
λ
4
2−λ
4
λ
4
λ
4
2−λ
4
λ
4
2−λ
4
λ
4
2−λ
4
2−λ
4
λ
4
(70)
The minimal ensembles of P, have been found by ap-
plying numerical technique of obtaining the solution of a
set of linear equations, and they are given by
Having λ ∈ (0, 1)
v =
[ λ
4
,
λ
4
, 1− λ
2
]
(71)
M1(P) =
[
N C2, N C5, C0
]
(72)
v =
[ λ
4
,
λ
4
, 1− λ, λ
2
]
(73)
M2 =
[
N C3, N C4, C0, C1
]
(74)
M3 =
[
N C1, N C6, C0, C2
]
(75)
M4 =
[
N C0, N C7, C0, C3
]
(76)
5 The maximally mixed box M is given by
M =
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
(69)
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v =
[
1− 3λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
]
(77)
M5 =
[
C0, C1, C2, C3
]
(78)
v =
[ λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
, 1− λ
]
(79)
M6 =
[
N C1, N C2, N C3, N C7, C0
]
(80)
M7 =
[
N C0, N C4, N C5, N C6, C0
]
(81)
Having λ ∈ (0, 23 ), all the above 7 ensemble and the
following
v =
[ λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
,
λ
4
, 1− 3λ
2
]
(82)
M8 =
[
N C0,N C1, N C3, N C4, N C6, N C7, C0
]
(83)
In λ ∈ ( 23 , 1), the box has another 5 minimal ensemble.
But in this range of λ, the correlations of joint measur-
ability of the compatible observables, given in the box,
satisfy all the non-contextuality inequalities according to
the Theorem 1 in [17]. And we are not interested to find
the CE in that so called classical (non-contextual) region.
To find out the CE of 3-cycle contextual box given
in Eq. (70), we will now map it in the following way:
Consider P′(a′|x = 0) = p(a, b) with a one to one corre-
spondence between a′ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and a, b ∈ {+1,−1}×
{+1,−1}. Similarly P′(a′|x = 1) = p(b, c),P′(a′|x =
2) = p(c, a). Hence the single input output box now has
the following form
P′A =
a′
x 0 1 2
0 2−λ4
2−λ
4
λ
4
1 λ4
λ
4
2−λ
4
2 λ4
λ
4
2−λ
4
3 2−λ4
2−λ
4
λ
4
(84)
The CE of P ′A in λ ∈ (0, 23 ) is given in Appendix. B.
One should notice that of course the non-locality is the
special case of contextuality so in that sense no purifica-
tion in case of contextuality follows from the results of
Chiribella [8, 9]. We just give a direct argument for all
the discrete theories including contextuality. However,
the 3-cycle contextual box is not feasible in the quantum
world for any values of λ, the smallest quantum feasi-
ble cycle which satisfies the KSBS inequality [44], and so
characterizing its complete extension is much more de-
manding.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We study the concept of purification in non-signaling
GPTs. It was indirectly shown by Chiribella et. al.
[8, 9] that the classical probability theory and the the-
ory of non-signaling boxes lack this feature. On the other
hand the papers devoted to security against non-signaling
adversary which assumes the structure of non-signaling
boxes [22–31] are based on the fact that adversary can
have access to all ensembles of some extending system.
We provide an explicit construction of an extension of a
box which provides this access, which we therefore call a
complete extension. We then show, that complete exten-
sion gives access to any extension of the box. In that way
we bypass the lack of purification in box world, showing
that the two properties of quantum purification can be
directly transferred to this kind of GPT. Usefulness of
this concept, as a mathematical tool for device indepen-
dent cryptography, will be presented in the forthcoming
paper [45], where complete extension hands to quantify
the non-locality.
What is important, we provide a strightforward proof
that the purification of all states is impossible in any
convex, non-signaling, discrete theory with perfect dis-
tinguishably, where state space and dynamics are non-
trivial, including physically meaningful theories like that
of contextuality [16]. In the proof we refer only to the
structure of state spaces of the theories so is much more
general. This shows that in any discrete, convex theory,
lack of purification is generic: the set of purifications is at
most countable, while the set of states is at least of con-
tinuum power. Since ℵ0 < c [38], it is very unlikely for a
random state to have a purification (complete extension
being a vertex). Interestingly we derive the famous PR-
box, without referring to any notion related to the Bell’s
non-locality. It implies also, that mere existence of a box
which satisfies all quantum properties of purification (be-
ing a vertex, with access to all ensembles and generating
any extension) does not imply that the box is quantum
i.e. not too non-local. The amount of non-locality intro-
duced in the system in the process of complete extension
has also been computed for some exemplary system. It
seems that non-locality between subsystem and its ex-
tending system, can be viewed as a measure of being not
a vertex, which needs further development.
We have demonstrated the complete extension of noisy
Popescu Rohrlich box and a 3-cycle contextual box, i.e.
within the theory of contextuality, which is a discrete
theory with a physical significance. We encountered finite
but very huge dimensionality of the extending system
even for a very small dimensional boxes.
Since a complete extension is rarely in pure state, in
most of the cases, this fact leads to rather peculiar cryp-
tographic situation in which apart from a usual eaves-
dropper there exists at least one more eavesdropper (how-
ever possibly a sequence of such) which has a partial con-
trol over correlations between the honest parties and the
usual eavesdropper. Indeed: the initial box is not a ver-
tex, so possess non-trivial ensembles to which the second
eavesdropper has access to. In context of multipartite
non-locality it may be interesting to study how the sec-
ond eavesdropper can influence perception of the first
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one.
From our proof technique heavily based on the con-
vex geometry we expect, that the notion of complete ex-
tension exemplified using box theory can be defined in
similar way in any convex discrete theory, which how-
ever needs further effort. In consequence in any of them
a complete extension, with identical properties, should
exist. Unlike the quantum mechanical purification, the
complete extension does not exhibit mirror like symme-
try between complete extensions of conjugated systems.
This mismatch, exposed also at the level of dimensional-
ity, seems to originate from the structure of state space
of the theory however needs further study.
The next interesting step in developing the analogies
between quantum theory and GPTs would be to find an
analogue of the quantum fidelity [33, 46, 47], with all its
relations to norm defined in GPT [36, 48]. An interesting
open question to study is the minimal distance between
two complete extensions of boxes which are close by in
GPT norm, which we leave for further study.
Finally we want to mention that from the information
theoretic viewpoint the purification is the consequence of
the axioms of information conservation. The fact that
there is no purification in the box world and classical
theory leads to the question, whether this feature ruled
out the possibility of experiencing more non-local corre-
lations, than the prediction of the quantum theory [49].
Whether the complete extension will provide the answer
as in its definition the information is not lost, the ex-
tended party can obtain all the information about all
possible ensemble of the given box and in principle can
access them. Although in our study the dynamical in-
terpretation of the purification principle, the existence of
continuous reversible physical process in the box world
also need further exploration.
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Appendix A: Minimal ensambles for best quantum box
Here we present the minimal ensembles of the Bell-Tsirelson box, which lies on the isotropic line
B(η) = ηB000 + (1− η)B001, (A1)
for η = 2+
√
2
4 . This box lies in a polytope of dimension d = 8 [41], and according to the theorem of Carathe´odory
[32], the minimal ensembles of B(η), consists of at most d+ 1 number of extremal boxes. Hence we present only those
minimal ensembles having at most 9 elements.
We group the ensembles by the intervals of parameter η for which they are valid minimal ensembles. They are
minimal as otherwise we would find their subsets which would be minimal and also valid for higher α. The interval
of parameter α is the effect of the requirement that the B000 coefficient must be greater or equal 0.
We also group the ensembles by the vector of coefficients corresponding to the boxes of decomposition which
summed up give the B(α).
a. Having η ∈ (0, 1) .
v = [η, 1− η]
M1 = [B000,B001]
b. Having ∈ ( 14 , 1) .
v =
[
4η
3
− 1
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M2 = [B000, L0001, L0011, L0100, L0110, L1001, L1010, L1100, L1111]
c. Having η ∈ ( 13 , 1) .
v =
[
3η
2
− 1
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M3 = [B000, L0000, L0001, L0100, L0110, L1001, L1111]
M4 = [B000, L0001, L0011, L0100, L0101, L1010, L1100]
M5 = [B000, L0001, L0011, L0110, L0111, L1010, L1100]
M6 = [B000, L0001, L0110, L1000, L1001, L1100, L1111]
M7 = [B000, L0001, L0110, L1010, L1011, L1100, L1111]
M8 = [B000, L0010, L0011, L0100, L0110, L1001, L1111]
M9 = [B000, L0011, L0100, L1001, L1010, L1100, L1101]
M10 = [B000, L0011, L0100, L1001, L1010, L1110, L1111]
v =
[
3η
2
− 1
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M11 = [B000,B010, L0001, L0011, L0100, L0110]
M12 = [B000,B011, L1001, L1010, L1100, L1111]
M13 = [B000,B100, L0001, L0100, L1001, L1100]
M14 = [B000,B101, L0011, L0110, L1010, L1111]
M15 = [B000,B110, L0011, L0110, L1001, L1100]
M16 = [B000,B111, L0001, L0100, L1010, L1111]
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d. Having η ∈ ( 25 , 1) .
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M17 = [B000,B110, L0001, L0011,L0101,L0110,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M18 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0010,L0100,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M19 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0011,L0100,L0110,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M20 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M21 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0010,L0100,L0110,L1001,L1111]
M22 = [B000,B011,L0001,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1100]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M23 = [B000,B011,L0010,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1100,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M24 = [B000,B011,L0011,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M25 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1100,L1111]
M26 = [B000,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1010,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M27 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0100,L1001,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M28 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
M29 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1010,L1011,L1111]
M30 = [B000,B101,L0010,L0011,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M31 = [B000,B011,L0001,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100,L1111]
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v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M32 = [B000,B100,L0000,L0001,L0100,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M33 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1100,L1101]
M34 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M35 = [B000,B010,L0000,L0001,L0100,L0110,L1011,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M36 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1110]
M37 = [B000,B010,L0010,L0011,L0100,L0110,L1001,L1101]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M38 = [B000,B110,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1001,L1010,L1100,L1110]
M39 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1100,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M40 = [B000,B011,B100,L0001,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1100]
M41 = [B000,B011,B101,L0000,L0110,L1001,L1010,L1111]
M42 = [B000,B011,B110,L0011,L0101,L1001,L1010,L1100]
M43 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1010,L1111]
M44 = [B000,B100,B110,L0001,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1100]
M45 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M46 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1100]
M47 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M48 = [B000,B101,B111,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1010,L1111]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M49 = [B000,B010,B100,L0001,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1110]
M50 = [B000,B010,B101,L0001,L0011,L0110,L1000,L1111]
M51 = [B000,B010,B110,L0001,L0011,L0110,L1011,L1100]
M52 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0011,L0100,L1010,L1101]
M53 = [B000,B011,B100,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1100,L1111]
M54 = [B000,B011,B101,L0011,L0101,L1010,L1100,L1111]
M55 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0110,L1001,L1100,L1111]
M56 = [B000,B011,B111,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1111]
M57 = [B000,B100,B110,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1100,L1110]
M58 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1111]
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M59 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0011,L0110,L1001,L1111]
M60 = [B000,B101,B111,L0011,L0100,L1010,L1101,L1111]
M61 = [B000,B101,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1100,L1101]
M62 = [B000,B101,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M63 = [B000,B101,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M64 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1100]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M65 = [B000,B010,B100,L0001,L0100,L0110,L1011,L1100]
M66 = [B000,B010,B101,L0011,L0100,L0110,L1010,L1101]
M67 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0100,L0110,L1001,L1110]
M68 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0100,L0110,L1000,L1111]
M69 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1011,L1100,L1111]
M70 = [B000,B010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1010,L1101,L1110]
M71 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1100]
M72 = [B000,B101,B110,L0011,L0101,L0110,L1010,L1100]
v =
[
5η
3
− 2
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M73 = [B000,B010,B100,B111,L0001,L0100]
M74 = [B000,B010,B101,B110,L0011,L0110]
M75 = [B000,B011,B100,B110,L1001,L1100]
M76 = [B000,B011,B101,B111,L1010,L1111]
e. Having η ∈ ( 37 , 1) .
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
]
M77 = [B000,B011,B101,L0000,L0010,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
3
8
− 3η
8
]
M78 = [B000,B011,B110,L0001,L0011,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M79 = [B000,B101,B111,L0001,L0010,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M80 = [B000,B011,B100,L0000,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1110,L1111]
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v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
]
M81 = [B000,B011,B111,L0001,L0011,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
M82 = [B000,B100,B110,L0000,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M83 = [B000,B010,B101,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1011,L1111]
M84 = [B000,B010,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1010,L1101]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
]
M85 = [B000,B010,B100,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1101,L1110]
M86 = [B000,B010,B110,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1111]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
]
M87 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0100,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
M88 = [B000,B100,B110,L0001,L0101,L0110,L1010,L1011,L1100]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
3
8
− 3η
8
]
M89 = [B000,B011,B100,L0001,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1100]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M90 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0100,L0110,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M91 = [B000,B101,B111,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
]
M92 = [B000,B011,B101,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M93 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1111]
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v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
]
M94 = [B000,B100,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M95 = [B000,B010,B100,B110,L0001,L0110,L1011,L1100]
M96 = [B000,B010,B100,B110,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1110]
M97 = [B000,B010,B101,B111,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1111]
M98 = [B000,B010,B101,B111,L0011,L0100,L1010,L1101]
M99 = [B000,B011,B100,B111,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1100]
M100 = [B000,B011,B100,B111,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1111]
M101 = [B000,B011,B101,B110,L0000,L0110,L1001,L1111]
M102 = [B000,B011,B101,B110,L0011,L0101,L1010,L1100]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M103 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1100]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
]
M104 = [B000,B101,B110,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1100,L1110]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M105 = [B000,B010,B100,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1011,L1100]
M106 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1001,L1010,L1110]
v =
[
7η
4
− 3
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
3
8
− 3η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
8
− η
8
,
1
8
− η
8
]
M107 = [B000,B010,B101,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1101,L1110]
M108 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1100,L1111]
f. Having η ∈ ( 49 , 1) .
v =
[
9η
5
− 4
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
2
5
− 2η
5
]
M109 = [B000,B011,B100,B110,L0001,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M110 = [B000,B011,B101,B111,L0010,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1111]
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v =
[
9η
5
− 4
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
2
5
− 2η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
]
M111 = [B000,B010,B100,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1001,L1101]
M112 = [B000,B010,B101,B110,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1011,L1111]
M113 = [B000,B011,B100,B110,L0000,L0100,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M114 = [B000,B011,B101,B111,L0011,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
9η
5
− 4
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
2
5
− 2η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
,
1
5
− η
5
]
M115 = [B000,B010,B100,B111,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1100]
M116 = [B000,B010,B101,B110,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1110]
g. Having η ∈ ( 12 , 1) .
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M117 = [B000,B100,B110,L0000,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M118 = [B000,B100,B110,L0001,L0010,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1100]
M119 = [B000,B101,B111,L0000,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M120 = [B000,B101,B111,L0001,L0010,L0101,L0110,L1000,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M121 = [B000,B100,B110,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1100,L1110]
M122 = [B000,B101,B111,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M123 = [B000,B100,B110,L0001,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100,L1110]
M124 = [B000,B100,B110,L0010,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M125 = [B000,B010,B111,L0000,L0001,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101]
M126 = [B000,B010,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1000,L1001,L1101]
M127 = [B000,B010,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101]
M128 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0001,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M129 = [B000,B011,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1001,L1100]
M130 = [B000,B011,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100]
M131 = [B000,B101,B111,L0001,L0101,L1000,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M132 = [B000,B101,B111,L0010,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M133 = [B000,B100,B110,L0000,L0100,L1001,L1011,L1110,L1111]
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M134 = [B000,B101,B111,L0000,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M135 = [B000,B010,B110,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M136 = [B000,B010,B110,L0000,L0001,L0110,L1011,L1110,L1111]
M137 = [B000,B010,B110,L0010,L0011,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M138 = [B000,B011,B111,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
M139 = [B000,B011,B111,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M140 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0011,L0111,L1010,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M141 = [B000,B100,B111,L0000,L0001,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1110]
M142 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1110]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M143 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1111]
M144 = [B000,B101,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L0110,L1000,L1100]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M145 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1001,L1110]
M146 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1110]
M147 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
M148 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1001,L1111]
M149 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1111]
M150 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M151 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1110,L1111]
M152 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1100,L1101]
M153 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1110,L1111]
M154 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0100,L0101,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M155 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1100,L1101]
M156 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M157 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1100]
M158 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0001,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M159 = [B000,B100,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1001,L1101]
M160 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1101]
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v =
[
2η − 1, 1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M161 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1100,L1110]
M162 = [B000,B100,B111,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1011,L1101,L1111]
M163 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1101,L1111]
M164 = [B000,B101,B110,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1010,L1100,L1110]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M165 = [B000,B010,L0000,L0001,L0100,L0110,L1011,L1101]
M166 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1110]
M167 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1110]
M168 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M169 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0110,L1000,L1011,L1110,L1111]
M170 = [B000,B010,L0010,L0011,L0100,L0110,L1011,L1101]
M171 = [B000,B010,L0011,L0100,L1000,L1001,L1101,L1110]
M172 = [B000,B010,L0011,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101,L1110]
M173 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0001,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1100]
M174 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1001,L1111]
M175 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1111]
M176 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1100,L1101]
M177 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M178 = [B000,B011,L0010,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1100]
M179 = [B000,B011,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1001,L1100,L1111]
M180 = [B000,B011,L0010,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100,L1111]
M181 = [B000,B100,L0000,L0001,L0100,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M182 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1100]
M183 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1011,L1100]
M184 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1100,L1110]
M185 = [B000,B100,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1100,L1110]
M186 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M187 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M188 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0100,L1001,L1011,L1110,L1111]
M189 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0001,L0101,L0110,L1000,L1111]
M190 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1101]
M191 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M192 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0110,L1000,L1001,L1101,L1111]
M193 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0110,L1010,L1011,L1101,L1111]
M194 = [B000,B101,L0010,L0011,L0101,L0110,L1000,L1111]
M195 = [B000,B101,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1010,L1100,L1101]
M196 = [B000,B101,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M197 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0001,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1100]
M198 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0011,L0100,L0101,L1001,L1110]
M199 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0011,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M200 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1100,L1101]
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M201 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0110,L1001,L1011,L1110,L1111]
M202 = [B000,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1100]
M203 = [B000,B110,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1001,L1100,L1110]
M204 = [B000,B110,L0011,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1100,L1110]
M205 = [B000,B111,L0000,L0001,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M206 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1111]
M207 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1111]
M208 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1100,L1101]
M209 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1110,L1111]
M210 = [B000,B111,L0010,L0011,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M211 = [B000,B111,L0010,L0100,L1000,L1001,L1101,L1111]
M212 = [B000,B111,L0010,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M213 = [B000,B010,B100,L0001,L0100,L1011,L1110]
M214 = [B000,B010,B101,L0011,L0110,L1000,L1101]
M215 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0110,L1011,L1110]
M216 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0100,L1000,L1101]
M217 = [B000,B011,B100,L0010,L0111,L1001,L1100]
M218 = [B000,B011,B101,L0000,L0101,L1010,L1111]
M219 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0101,L1001,L1100]
M220 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0111,L1010,L1111]
M221 = [B000,B100,B110,L1001,L1011,L1100,L1110]
M222 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0010,L0100,L0111]
M223 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0011,L0101,L0110]
M224 = [B000,B101,B111,L1000,L1010,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
2η − 1, 1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M225 = [B000,L0000,L0001,L0100,L0101]
M226 = [B000,L0000,L0001,L0110,L0111]
M227 = [B000,L0000,L0100,L1001,L1101]
M228 = [B000,L0001,L0101,L1000,L1100]
M229 = [B000,L0010,L0011,L0100,L0101]
M230 = [B000,L0010,L0011,L0110,L0111]
M231 = [B000,L0010,L0110,L1011,L1111]
M232 = [B000,L0011,L0111,L1010,L1110]
M233 = [B000,L1000,L1001,L1100,L1101]
M234 = [B000,L1000,L1001,L1110,L1111]
M235 = [B000,L1010,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M236 = [B000,L1010,L1011,L1110,L1111]
v = [2η − 1, 1− η, 1− η]
M237 = [B000,B010,B011]
M238 = [B000,B100,B101]
M239 = [B000,B110,B111]
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h. Having η ∈ ( 59 , 1) .
v =
[
9η
4
− 5
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M240 = [B000,B010,B100,B110,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
M241 = [B000,B010,B101,B111,L0000,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101]
v =
[
9η
4
− 5
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M242 = [B000,B010,B100,B110,L0010,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M243 = [B000,B010,B101,B111,L0001,L0101,L1000,L1110,L1111]
M244 = [B000,B011,B100,B111,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1110]
M245 = [B000,B011,B101,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1100]
v =
[
9η
4
− 5
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M246 = [B000,B011,B100,B111,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1111]
M247 = [B000,B011,B101,B110,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1101]
i. Having η ∈ ( 47 , 1) .
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M248 = [B000,B010,B111,L0000,L0010,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101]
M249 = [B000,B100,B110,L0000,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M250 = [B000,B010,B100,L0001,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M251 = [B000,B010,B110,L0000,L0010,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M252 = [B000,B101,B111,L0001,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M253 = [B000,B010,B101,L0001,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M254 = [B000,B100,B111,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1110]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M255 = [B000,B101,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1100,L1110]
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v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M256 = [B000,B010,B101,L0000,L0100,L0110,L1010,L1011,L1101]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M257 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
M258 = [B000,B101,B111,L0000,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1101]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M259 = [B000,B010,B100,L0010,L0100,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M260 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1110,L1111]
M261 = [B000,B100,B110,L0010,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M262 = [B000,B011,B100,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1110]
M263 = [B000,B011,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1100]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M264 = [B000,B011,B101,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1100,L1111]
M265 = [B000,B011,B111,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1101,L1110]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M266 = [B000,B010,B100,B111,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1110]
M267 = [B000,B010,B100,B111,L0010,L0100,L1011,L1101]
M268 = [B000,B010,B101,B110,L0000,L0110,L1011,L1101]
M269 = [B000,B010,B101,B110,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1110]
M270 = [B000,B011,B100,B110,L0000,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M271 = [B000,B011,B100,B110,L0010,L0101,L1011,L1100]
M272 = [B000,B011,B101,B111,L0000,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M273 = [B000,B011,B101,B111,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1111]
30
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M274 = [B000,B011,B101,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1101]
M275 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1111]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M276 = [B000,B011,B100,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1100,L1111]
M277 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1101,L1110]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
]
M278 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1011,L1101]
v =
[
7η
3
− 4
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
3
− η
3
,
1
6
− η
6
,
1
6
− η
6
]
M279 = [B000,B100,B111,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1101,L1111]
j. Having η ∈ ( 35 , 1) .
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M280 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
M281 = [B000,B111,L0000,L0010,L0100,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1101]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M282 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0010,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M283 = [B000,B111,L0001,L0010,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M284 = [B000,B010,L0000,L0010,L0100,L0110,L1011,L1101]
M285 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1110]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M286 = [B000,B010,L0010,L0110,L1000,L1011,L1100,L1101]
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v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M287 = [B000,B010,L0000,L0100,L1010,L1011,L1101,L1110]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M288 = [B000,B110,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1100,L1110]
M289 = [B000,B111,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1101,L1110]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M290 = [B000,B010,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1101,L1110]
M291 = [B000,B100,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
M292 = [B000,B100,L0000,L0001,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1110]
M293 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0011,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1110]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M294 = [B000,B010,L0001,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M295 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0001,L0101,L1000,L1110,L1111]
M296 = [B000,B101,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1100,L1101]
M297 = [B000,B101,L0010,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M298 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1111]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M299 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1011,L1101,L1110]
M300 = [B000,B111,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1101,L1111]
32
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M301 = [B000,B010,B100,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1011,L1110]
M302 = [B000,B010,B101,L0000,L0110,L1000,L1011,L1101]
M303 = [B000,B010,B110,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1110]
M304 = [B000,B010,B111,L0010,L0100,L1000,L1011,L1101]
M305 = [B000,B100,B110,L0000,L0111,L1001,L1011,L1110]
M306 = [B000,B101,B111,L0000,L0111,L1000,L1010,L1101]
M307 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0100,L0101,L1010,L1011,L1101]
M308 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1101]
M309 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0110,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1101]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M310 = [B000,B010,B100,L0010,L0100,L1011,L1101,L1110]
M311 = [B000,B010,B101,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1101,L1110]
M312 = [B000,B010,B110,L0000,L0110,L1011,L1101,L1110]
M313 = [B000,B010,B111,L0001,L0111,L1000,L1101,L1110]
M314 = [B000,B011,B100,L0000,L0010,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M315 = [B000,B011,B101,L0000,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1111]
M316 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0010,L0101,L1011,L1100]
M317 = [B000,B011,B111,L0000,L0010,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M318 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0001,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1110]
M319 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1001,L1101]
M320 = [B000,B100,B110,L0010,L0101,L1011,L1100,L1110]
M321 = [B000,B100,B111,L0001,L0010,L0111,L1000,L1110]
M322 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M323 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1110,L1111]
M324 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M325 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0011,L0101,L1000,L1110]
M326 = [B000,B101,B111,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1101,L1111]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M327 = [B000,B011,L0010,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1100]
v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
,
1
4
− η
4
]
M328 = [B000,B011,B100,L0010,L0101,L0111,L1011,L1100]
M329 = [B000,B011,B101,L0000,L0101,L0111,L1010,L1101]
M330 = [B000,B011,B110,L0000,L0101,L0111,L1001,L1110]
M331 = [B000,B011,B111,L0010,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1111]
M332 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0111,L1001,L1010,L1101,L1110]
M333 = [B000,B011,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1100,L1111]
M334 = [B000,B100,B111,L0010,L0100,L0111,L1011,L1101]
M335 = [B000,B101,B110,L0000,L0101,L0110,L1011,L1101]
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v =
[
5η
2
− 3
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M336 = [B000,B010,B100,B110,L1011,L1110]
M337 = [B000,B010,B101,B111,L1000,L1101]
M338 = [B000,B011,B100,B111,L0010,L0111]
M339 = [B000,B011,B101,B110,L0000,L0101]
k. Having η ∈ ( 23 , 1) .
v =
[
3η − 2, 1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M340 = [B000,L0000,L0001,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1110]
M341 = [B000,L0000,L0010,L0100,L0101,L1011,L1101]
M342 = [B000,L0000,L0010,L0110,L0111,L1011,L1101]
M343 = [B000,L0000,L0111,L1000,L1001,L1101,L1110]
M344 = [B000,L0000,L0111,L1010,L1011,L1101,L1110]
M345 = [B000,L0010,L0011,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1110]
M346 = [B000,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1100,L1101]
M347 = [B000,L0010,L0101,L1000,L1011,L1110,L1111]
v =
[
3η − 2, 1− η, 1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M348 = [B000,B010,L1000,L1011,L1101,L1110]
M349 = [B000,B011,L0000,L0010,L0101,L0111]
M350 = [B000,B100,L0010,L0111,L1011,L1110]
M351 = [B000,B101,L0000,L0101,L1000,L1101]
M352 = [B000,B110,L0000,L0101,L1011,L1110]
M353 = [B000,B111,L0010,L0111,L1000,L1101]
l. Having η ∈ ( 34 , 1) .
v =
[
4η − 3, 1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
,
1
2
− η
2
]
M354 = [B000,L0000,L0010,L0101,L0111,L1000,L1011,L1101,L1110]
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Appendix B: Complete extension of the Speken’s triangle
The complete extension of the Speken’s triangle.
P′AX (ae|xz) =
x 0 1 2
z e
a 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
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(B1)
